This paper focuses on the purpose and functioning of legal services authorities. The aim of the paper is to study the extent to which the legal services authorities are working towards providing free legal aid to the poor and promote justice on a basis of equal opportunity.
INTRODUCTION
This paper highlights the significance of free legal aid in a democratic country like India, where a substantial part of the society is far away from having the benefits of the constitutional rights conferred upon them.
'Access to Justice' is a basic human right, yet it is a distant dream for the poor and deprived section of the country (Singh D. , 2017) . Legal aid provides the citizens, a fundamental right to have access to fair and impartial justice to all with main focus on the weaker section of the society. It provides freedom to take stand for oneself and access 
LEGAL AID IN INDIA
Legal aid is considered as a social value, quintessential component of the constitution and a potent weapon to amend the quandary of the impoverished (Singh D. , 2017) .
The Constitution of India incorporated the provisions of Article 38 (1) and Article 39 (A) to bring about a social change by providing legal aid to the deprived section of the society. Article 38 (1) strives to protect and secure the people effectively and promote their social, economic and political welfare. It also attempts to provide for equal status and opportunities by removing or minimizing the inequalities. Article 38 (A) strives to secure justice, provide free legal aid and ensure justice not denied to any citizen by whatsoever reason (Neha & Jain, 2017) .
Hence, in order to realise these articles, legal services authorities act 1987 was framed to provide free and competent legal services to the exploited people of the society, with the aim of "Access to Justice" for all by organising Lok Adalats to ensure the justice. (Neha & Jain, 2017) Legal aid is not a matter of charity, but a matter of right. Justice V. R. Krishna Iyer made a tremendous contribution in the development of legal aid and recognising the need of providing the legal aid to the poor. Legal aid system was framed to make the law reach the people and not making the people to reach law. Colonial hangover of the Indian Legal System was mostly insensitive to the socio-economic problems of the large part of the society. Various reports of certain committees constituted clearly lay down that legal system is an effective tool in securing social justice to the people. Justice P.N. Bhagwati is regarded as the originator of the legal aid programmes who suggested ways and means of providing free legal aid and advice to the poor and weaker section of the society (Projects and Research, 2014) .
It was Hussainara Khatoon judgement that took the attention of the Supreme Court towards the inability of the downtrodden people to engage a counsel for their defence and bear the costs of the delay in getting the judgement. In this case, the court pointed out the importance of Article 39-A that free legal services are absolute for reasonable, fair and just procedure (Mallikarjun, 2013) .
Legal Services Authority
On 5th December, 1995, The National Legal Services Authority was constituted under the Legal Services Authorities Act, 1987 with the aim to provide free legal aid to the poor and to organize Lok Adalats for pleasant dispute settlements. NALSA provides the funds to the states to make successful implementation of the policies and schemes. State But, it has been observed that there is a wide gap between the goals set and goals met. Lack of legal awareness among the poor has come out as a major reason for this gap. Poor knowledge about their rights and provisions available to them has made it difficult to achieve the main objective of providing them free legal aid and hence they are exploited and (Mallikarjun, 2013) . Lack of awareness among the poor has made them lose their faith in the legal system, and its administration triggering them to opt for illegal ways to sort out the matters out of the courts and worsen the situation (Bansal, 2015) .
As per the Bar Council of India, it must be one the topmost duties of an advocate towards the welfare of the society to provide free legal assistance to the needy and oppressed. This obligation imposed is purely moral. However, very fewer efforts have been made in terms of charity and it has received criticism for not taking the community responsibility of public legal aid and leaving the destitute to linger on the faint light of hope (Singh D. , 2017) .
The advocates associated with legal services authorities get remuneration paid on a case to case basis to earn their living. They have huge number of cases assigned that jeopardizes the adequate representations of their dispirited clients.
The lawyers working for the actual benefit of the clients are very few in number who cluster around the doorsteps to Legal services authorities have functional websites for NALSA, every state and district. But these websites lack comprehensive legal information which could be probably due to the resource constraints. These websites need to be updated time to time disseminating information which is of public interest. This would help in gaining trust and faith of the masses in the legal service assistance. It has been observed that, many district and taluk level offices lack infrastructure facilities. Some of the offices are established in the court complexes only and no separate space has been provided to them (Multiple Action Research Group, 2012).
30% of Indian population is living below the poverty line (PTI, 2016). Illiteracy and poverty make Legal aid a national and constitutional necessity in our country. It is hence important to all the stakeholders to contribute to the national cause of free legal service to the needy. Legal educators, political leaders, lawyers and judges, law students should take a 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
• The major drawback being poor knowledge of legal rights available to the deprived section of the society needs attention. It is important to impart legal education about their basic legal rights, which needs to be done at the grass root level of the country. Legal services authorities need to increase the frequency of conducting the legal awareness programmes and put complete efforts in making such programmes successful.
• Legal Aid requires complete attention and focus of the Judiciary to study the wide gaps between the objectives set and objectives met, which is increasing day by day.
• There is a need to use Legal Aid as an important tool to achieve the goal of ensuring distributive justice and eliminating the social and structural discrimination against the downtrodden.
• Ineffective implementation of the legislations and judgements has just proven to be a myth. So, it is required to have focused on effective and proper implementation of the existing laws first, instead of passing new regulations to make legal aid a reality.
• There is a need to provide proper Alternate Dispute Resolution methods to accelerate the process of resolving the matters at the pre-litigative stages without making any further appeals. Inclusion of law students in the ADR can be beneficial in providing convenient and speedy disposal of the matters.
• There is a need to allocate more funds by the state and the government to make sure that no one is deprived of the legal advice due to lack of funds.
• In order to bring a change in the quality of legal aid, there is an urgent need to employ experienced lawyers and train them to provide legal aid and count Legal Aid as an obligation.
• For this, not only legal fraternity but society also needs to come forward and take the responsibility to take care of its vulnerable population (Vardhan, 2015) .
